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FOREWORD  

Τκτs monograph is the fourth of a series of studies on early  
Christian sarcophagi which the author began in Rome nearly  

twenty years ago and which have appeared from time to time  
in the ART BULLETIN and in Art Studies. One more chapter on  
the late sarcophagi of Gaul, which will bring the story down to  

Merovingian times ,  is still to be written. The author wishes to  
express her indebtedness to Professor C. R. Morey at whose  

suggestion these studies were originally undertaken and whose  

unflagging interest and critical acumen have contributed much  

to their completion. The publication of this monograph was  

made possible by  most welcome subventions from the Ameri-
can Council of Learned Societies and Columbia University.  

The author wishes also to thank the Institute for Advanced  

Study for the Fellowship which provided her with the leisure  

necessary to write the greater part of this monograph.  

M. L.  
Barnard College, Columbia University.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

INCE the time of Agnellus, the ninth century priest  

who wrote a Liber Ροntificalis for his native Ra- 

venna, the sarcophagi of that city have attracted the  

attention of scholars and lovers of art. This is not strange  

since even the casual visitor is impressed by  their number,  

the quality of their workmanship and their excellent preser-
vation. A fitting counterpart to the mosaic decorations of  

the churches of Ravenna, the sculpture has never been  

properly correlated stylistically with the mosaics nor ana-
lyzed successfully for chronology and origin. 1  A serious  

lacuna has consequently existed in the history of early Chris-

tian art which the author hopes to fill.  

Some forty Christian sarcophagi exist today in Ravenna  

or are traceable to that city. Unlike their Roman or Gallic  
contemporaries they are for the most part complete sar-

cophagi, many retaining their covers and even the surface  

crispness of their original carving. Few, if any, in the city  

have been tampered with by later restorers: thus the prob-
lem of determining the extent of later reworking which is  

so difficult in Rome is eliminated here. They differ mark-
edly from the products of other early Christian centers in  

many ways. Like the sarcophagi of Greek lands, the earlier  
members were as a rule carved on all four sides and thus  

were evidently planned to be free standing and not to be  

placed against a wall as were the Latin tombs. Sixteen sar- 

1. For a discussion of earlier bibliography see the Appendix,  
p. 5o. The text of Agnellus has been published in ligne, Patro-
logiae Latina, Paris, i 864, cVI, 431-751 and Monuments Ger-
manise histiriCa, scriptures rerum Langobardicarum, Hanover,  
18 7 8, pp. 265-391.  

z. Two others we are uncertain about (Exuperantius and Osimo)  

since their backs are built into the wall: one (Museum, Figs. 35-
37) is fragmentary, the ends separate from the front although it  

was pictured complete with a gabled cover by Ciampini in 16 99.  
Sixteen are carved only on the front or on three sides but of these  

only one is figured (S. Francesco II, Figs. z6, 27) and more than  

half are late, i.e., of the end of the sixth century or later. Others  

(Fusígnano and Castrocaro) are not counted because of insum-
dent evidence.  

Five of these are members of the city-gate atelier, LAWRENCE,  

City-Gate, figs. 1- τ4 and Columnar, nos. 9b-99, and no. 14, figs. 
", 4S. Another, the Three Shepherd sarcophagus in the Lateran,  
shows strong stylistic connections with the Asiatic groups, WILFERT,  
Sarcofagi, 1, pl. 117, 2-4. The last is the Prince's sarcophagus dis-
covered in 1932 in Constantinople, A. Müfit, Ein Prinzensarkophag  
aus Istanbul, Istanbul, 1934; WILPÉRT, op. cit., III, pl. 299, 1-4.  
For recent bibliography on the Milan city-gate sarcophagus see  

ibid., Ii, pl. 188, 1-2, pl. 189, 1-z; H. U. von Schoenebeck, "Der  

Mailänder Sarkophag and seine Nachfolge," Studi di antichità  
cristiana, x, 1935.  

Uniform architectural treatment of the four sides occurs on  

the famous Greek sarcophagi now in Constantinople but found in  

Sidon (the Mourning Women, the Lycian sarcophagus and the  

Alexander sarcophagus; MENDEL, Catalogue, I, no. ii, pp. 48-13;  
no. 63, pp. 158-171;  and no. 68, pp. 1 7 1-zoo) as well as on the  

cophagi have survived which illustrate this. 2  How rare this  
characteristic is can be demonstrated by the fact that among  
the many hundred Christian sarcophagi published by Wil-
pert, only seven others are carved on four sides.' All but  
two of these Ravenna sarcophagi, moreover, have a uni-
form architectural treatment of their four sides, a con-
sistency that is found only on the earliest city-gate sar-
cophagus (Milan) and on the Prince's sarcophagus in  
Constantinople. This consistency is, however, the rule on  
the Greek sarcophagi as on many Asiatic ones, 4  and is the  
result, of course, of the conception of the sarcophagus as a  
house or temple for the body, an idea which is further car-
ried out by the form of the cover. Here again the Raven-
nate sarcophagi are quite distinct from all other Christian  
sarcophagi in the West. The prevalent type is semi-cylindri-
cal, suggesting a ba τrel vault, and is often, though not al-
ways, covered with a pattern of roof-tiles. This form, re-
minding one of the lid of an old-fashioned hair trunk, has  
survived in Ravenna on twenty-one examples but so far has  
appeared nowhere else in Christian art. There are, how-
ever, parallels and possible prototypes for it in the East. 6  
The other type, a gable roof with corner acroteria, occurs  
nine times,' and is a direct inheritance from pagan sar-
cophagi of North Italy, many of which have almost identi-
cal lids.' This is a rarity on Christian sarcophagi which,  

Amazon sarcophagus in Vienna, ROBERT, II, pl.  27, no. 68. Later  
examples, i.e., from the second to the third centuries A.D., are from  
Kephisia near Athens, ibid., pl. 3, no. 9, from Hierapetra now in  
London, ibid. ,  pls. i τ- τ z, no. 23, from Salonica, now in the 
Louvre, ibid., pls. 28-29, no. 69 ι Delphi, ibid., In, 3, pls. 137-
138, no. 433, and one now in Providence, J. D. Young, "A Sar-
cophagus at Providence," ART sττLL.,-τΙτ, 1931, pp. 1 38-159 ι  figs. 
1-5. Of the lintel type, one from Megiste, now in Athens (Fig.  
46); one in the Beirut Museum, F. Cumont, "Un sarcophage  
d'enfant trouvé à Beyrouth," Syria, x, 1929, pls. 40-41; two in  
Rome, G. Rodenwaldt, JIB. ARCH. INst., LIII, 1938, Arch. Ana., pp. 
405 f., pls. 13-20; and one from Saloníca now in Constantinople, 
MENDEL., Catalogue, ι, no. 3z, pp. 1 19 f. Asiatic sarcophagi which 
have survived intact and illustrate this are those of Melfi, Selefkeh 
now in Constantinople, Rome D, E, and G. The numbers are those 
of MoREY, Sardis, figs. 39-41, 6τ-64ι 55,  56-59 and 83-84.  

3. See discussion below on p. 29.  
These are on Fusignano, S. Francesco II, Constantius and  

Mondolfo, Figs. 24, 26, 60 and S9, and three large covers of pagan  
type (Figs. 62, 63, Dürscηκs, fig. 24). Two ()filers in the Museum  
are no longer on the sarcophagi although so described by DíirscHxE  

(no. 42 , p. 38 and no. 4',  pp.  39-4 0). In addition to these there  
are three which have disappeared, ClAMPIN', II ,  pl.  r, E and L; 
DeRossi, BULL. ARCH. CRIST., S.  5, It, 1891, pp. ι ο5- τ ι 5, pl. 7, see  
note 245 below.  

These are a three-niche sarcophagus at Tortona, LAWRENCE,  

Columnar, p. 178, pagan no. 5;  WILPERT, Sarcofagi, 11, pl. z61,  
1-4; and apparently all those of the combination type which have  
retained their cover, i.e., three at Modena, one each at Ferrara,  

Bologna and Milan, LAWRENCE, op. cit., p. 179, nos. 16, 21, 22, 17,  
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even when they have a gable, show a high sculptured band  

along the front as on the city-gate sarcophagi in Milan and  
Ancona, or a high inscription block in the middle as at To-
lentinο.s For the most part, however, the covers of Chris-
tian sarcophagi are flat with a sculptured band along the  
front. 9  

Decoratively also the sarcophagi of Ravenna do not fit  
into the regular classifications elsewhere. With the excep-
tion of one frieze sarcophagus (a child's, no. 98 in the Mu-
seum) and a few fragments of Asiatic style, 10  all probably  
imports, the sarcophagi can be divided into four types. The  
prevalent form is that which shows a narrow lintel running  

across the top supported only at the two ends by either a  

pilaster or spirally fluted column. This lintel type (Fig. τ )  
again is without parallel in Christian art outside of the  

Ravennate series" although it was recognized years ago as  

a Greek type of pagan sarcophagus 12  (Fig. 46). The  

23, 24 G. Rodenwaldt, JB. ARCH. Iisv., XLIX, 1934, Arch. Anz.,  
Ρ.  291, fig. z; ibid. ,  XLV, 1930, Arch. Anz., p. 170, figs. 6, ς;  
WILPERT, Op. Cit., I ι, pl. 237 ι  1-4. Garland sarcophagi occasionally  
have gable covers as one at Nola and another at Ivrea show; Roden-
waldt, op. cit., LIII, 1938, Arch. Ana., pp. 401-402, figs. 11-1z;  
Alinari photo. 15780. Gable covers also occur on three of the im-
perial porphyry sarcophagi of Constantinople, J. Ebersolt, Μίssion  
archéologique de Constantinople, Paris, 1921, pls. 13-16.  

LAWRENCE, City-Gate, figs. 2, 3, 4,  9, io, i s, 13 and 14.  
Compare for example the Junius Bassus sarcophagus, LAw-

RεΝCE, Columnar, fig. 4o; another at Perugia, ibid., fig. 42; two  
at Arles, WILPERT, Sarcofagi, Ι, pl. 34 ι  3; pl.  ι ι  , 2-4; and one at  
Syracuse, ibid. ,  pl. 92, 2.  

ιο. DUTSCHIE, no. 3 1 , ρρ. 3 2-33, 1 43-1 75, figs. 5 1 , a, b,  
nos. 48-49,  Ψ.  44-45 ι  fig. τ τ ; LAWRENCE, Columnar, no. i o τ,  
p. 1741 WILPERT, Sarcofagi, I, pl. 1S4 ι  I, 3; LAWRENCE, op.  Cit., 

no. 8 9, P. 1 73.  
τ. The one Christian sarcophagus that might be cited as an  

exception to this statement is the trough with the Good Shepherd  

and the vine in the Cathedral of Osimo, a small town on the east  

coast of Italy about ten miles south of Ancona. (GARRUCCI, Storia, 

v, pl. 300, 2; WILPERT, Sarcofagi, 1, pl. 89, z.) It is very badly  
weathered and the cover has been lost. At either end is a pilaster  

with six flutes instead of the three usual in Ravenna. The capitals  
show a coloristic technique which recalls the foliage of the Sida-
mara sarcophagus but it is now impossible to determine their  
original form. In the center, under a banded lintel, stands a shep-
herd resting on his crook and facing right in a three-quarters pose.  

He is surrounded by eleven sheep, while a vine rinceau, issuing at  

either end from a fluted amphora, fills the rest of the space. This  

brings to mind the design of the Theodore sarcophagus and the  

back of the sarcophagus with the twelve apostles (Figs. 6, s) with  

which the vine should be compared. At Osimo the stalk is less heavy  

and more graceful and the leaves are somewhat smaller and sparser;  

in this it is like the vine in the mosaic pavement of the third cen-
tury mausoleum in Ancona where one will also find a close parallel  

for the vase (SERRA, p. 4,  fig. τ). A similar design with a grape-
vine and vase decorates each end. The back is built into the wall.  
All surface detail has been lost but the sheep appear very sketchy  

and rather carelessly executed. There is little or no evidence for date  

except the general composition. This seems to ally the sarcophagus  

with the early members of the Ravennate group. Certainly it shows  
no connection with early Christian sarcophagi in Rome or else-
where in the Latin West. It might be of the end of the fourth or  

early years of the fifth century.  

22. This design occurs on the Amazon sarcophagus in Vienna,  

arched trough (Figs. 1 8, 25, 26, 65) with five, six or  
seven niches occurs on a few examples but is evidently not  

completely at home; a combissation type (Fig. 6 ι) also  
appears sporadically with the lintel and column frame en-
closing, however, other architectural forms. Finally there  

is the design I have called the panel type where the trough  
is framed in a continuous moulding like a picture. This is  

as a rule late and is used for simpler sarcophagi but appears  

on the Constantius sarcophagus (Fig. 60) as well as on the  

Prince's sarcophagus of Constantinople. 13  
The sarcophagi of Ravenna also differ from those else-

where in the use of fewer figures in the composition. In the  

arched types we never find more than a single figure to a  

niche,14  but the characteristic sparseness is especially notice-
able in the lintel type where only five figures, or even three,  
and two palm trees are in general the rule. This is in sharp  
distinction to the crowding of many figures, sometimes as  

ROBERT, ΙΙ, pl. 27, no. 68, and on three examples which Morey in-
cluded as a sub-division of the Asiatic sarcophagi because of their  

use of the Asiatic capital with its double volutes, those of Megiste,  
now in Athens (Fig. 46), Torre Nova A, and a small fragment in  
the Museum at Naples, M0REv, Sardis, pp. 43-46, figs. 72-78. As  
he himself points out the Attic connections are strong, particularly  

for the second member of the group. To these Rodenwaldt has  

added the sarcophagus once in the Bardini collection, Florence,  

ROBERT, ΙΙΙ, 3,  pl. 139 ι  no. 434ι  one in Beirut, Cumont, Syria, B,  
1929, lS. 40-41, and two in Rome, Rodenwaldt, J.H.S., L τττ,  
1933, pp. 202 f.; JB. ARCH. IzNST., L τττ, 1938, Arch. λnx., pp. 414-
420, figs. ι 3-zo; ibid., LV, 1940, pp. 44 f. He proposes Lycia-
Pamphylia as a possible place of manufacture and points out the  

connections of this type with the Christian sarcophagi of Ravenna,  
particularly with the Pignatta sarcophagus (see below, p. 17). To  

these we may add the fragments with the centaurs and lapiths in the  

Vatican, ROBERT, ΙΙΙ, I ,  pl. 40, no. ι 32, a sarcophagus from a Greek  
island, in the Stroganoff Collection, Leningrad, ibid., 1t, pls. 6-7, 
no. zo, another with Dionysiac scenes from Saloníca and now in 
Constantinople, MENnEL, Catalogue, ι, no. 32, p. ι 19, and the gar-
land sarcophagus in the Cathedral of Ivrea in Piedmont, Alinari  

photograph,  ι  So. All of these have scenes from Greek myths or  
the mysteries and with the exception of the Vienna sarcophagus are  

to be dated in the second or third century A.D. It is to be noted that  
both fluted pilasters and twisted columns appear and that with a  

few exceptions the mouldings of the lintel are without foliate orna-
ment. Finally since the Torre Nova sarcophagus is of Pentelic mar-
ble (G. E. Rizzo, Nov. scλvι, 1905, p. 410) and since it copies in  
part a frieze in Athens we may, as George Elderkin points out, ac-
cept its Attic origin with some confidence, "The Sarcophagus of 
Sidamara," Hesperia, 1111, 1939, ρρ.  114-115.  

13. Two of the famous sarcophagi from Sidon, of the fifth and  

fourth centuries B.C., are of this type, the Satrap sarcophagus and  

the Lycian one, MENDEL, Catalogue, 1, no. 9, pp. 33-47 ι no. 63,  
pp. 158-17   1. Apparently never as popular as the lintel type, it also  

can be traced back to Greek lands and is completely foreign to the  

West.  
24. This occurs on a number of Italian members of the columnar  

series as opposed to the Gallic preference for several figures and a  

scene when possible, cf. LAWRENCE, Columnar, pp. 125, 153. It is  
the rule on the Asiatic pagan sarcophagi with arched design, cf.  

Bari, Rome H. Rome I, etc., MoREY, Sardis, figs. 79, 8 ς-89 ι  and  
appears as well on the sarcophagi produced by Eastern workmen  

for the Latin market, cf. Pisa, Campo Santo, LAWRENCE, Colum-

nar, fig. 66, pagan no. 3 Ι, p. 1 80.  
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many as eighteen or twenty, on the frieze sarcophagi, while  

thirteen or more are not uncommon on the columnar ones.  

The cleavage is fundamental and demonstrates most clearly  

that we are not dealing as in the case of the frieze sarcophagi  

with the Latin illusionistic style of narration which, de-
scending from such monuments as the Ara Pacis and the  

column of Traj an , is responsible for the emphasis on factual  

detail, and the crowding in of as many stories as possible at  

the expense both of the dignity of the actors and the beauty  
of the composition. Nor do we find on the Ravenna sar-
cophagi the rhythmic repetition of many small units in a  
single centralized composition which characterizes many of  

the columnar sarcophagi of the end of the fourth century, a  

design, which as I have demonstrated elsewhere, is traceable  

to the more oriental section of the Greek East, Asia Mi-
nor.15  Their composition is more purely Greek in its clarity  

and simplicity, its elimination of all but the most essential  
actors and properties, its careful symmetry and balance, but  

above all in its treatment of the background wall as an ab-
straction, positive in its color and texture as in a Greek  

grave stele or as the gold ground of Byzantine mosaics, but  

negative for any sense of spatial setting. Strikingly absent is  
the coloristic detail of architectural mouldings and capitals,  
hair and beards, so evident in the work of the city-gate and  

star-and-wreath ateliers; instead we find a preference for  

moulded cornices, for smooth surfaces, for the leaf-and-
dart pattern, and the Corinthian capital in various but sim-
ple forms. How- small a part narration plays is clearly  

shown by the singular fact that the historical scenes appear-
ing on the sarcophagi of Ravenna can be counted on the  

fingers of one hand and that only once is one used for the  
front instead of a dogmatic and symbolic theme. Even the  

symbolic subject is quickly turned into a more abbreviated  
and abstract form by the introduction of symbols such as  

peacocks, lambs and the cross which replace the human  

actors entirely on two-thirds of the examples.  

Finally the style of the figures though far from uniform  

on the various sarcophagi shows as little connection with  

Christian sarcophagi elsewhere as do the other features.  

Many other differences will be evident as our study pro-
gresses.  

Although an encouraging number of the Ravenna sar-
cophagi bear inscriptions it develops upon examination that  

τ ς. Lαωπεκcε, City-Gate, pp. 44-45 ; Columnar, pp. τ 63— τ 6ς.  

these were either cut in modern times, like those of Liberius  
and Exuperantius, or are on a cover which does not belong  
with the trough, as in the case of the sarcophagus of Isaac,  

or the inscription was added for a reburial centuries after  

the original manufacture of the sarcophagus (Pigna tta and  
Theodore)  •ι  The earliest inscription that can be trusted  

as contemporary is that of the eunuch Seda (died 54 τ) of  
the court of Theodoric, but unfortunately this is valuable  

chiefly as negative evidence, for the sarcophagus belongs to  

the simple combination type, has no Christian symbols and  

the two figures originally on it have been cut away.' One  

must consequently come down to the eighth century where  

three inscriptions, those of Felix, John and Gratiosus 1s  

(Figs. 73, 7 1), are of use as evidence of the date of the later  

members of the series. We are, therefore, dependent upon  

internal evidence and stylistic comparisons for determin-
ing even the approximate date of all but the latest sarcophagi  

in Ravenna. How difficult this process is is clearly demon-
strated by the wide diversity of opinion among earlier schol-
ars from Dütschke whose chronology starts with the second  

century and who places nearly all the figured sarcophagi  

before the fifth century, to Goldmann who puts the same  

sarcophagi in the seventh century because he accepts the  
seventh century inscriptions on the covers of the monu-
ments of Isaac and Theodore as bona fide evidence for the  

troughs.  
In the face of this dearth of external evidence one must  

turn to the sarcophagi themselves. It immediately becomes  
evident that some of them belong together and if not carved  

by the same hand were produced at least in the same work-
shop. Others prove to be mavericks which must be fitted  

into the sequence and explained as best they can.  

16. DüTSCHKE, no. 54,  pp. 48-51; no. 15, pp. 20-22; no. 12,  
pp. 9-12; no. 68, pp. 59-62; no. 99, pp. 8z-8. Others are asso-
ciated only by long tradition with prominent people such as Hono-
rius, ibid., no. 3, pp. 4-7, and Constantius, ibid., no. τ, pp. 1-3.  
See discussion below on pp. 33 -34.  

Dürscsi κΕ, no. 20, pp. ay—τ6, fig. 8. Since Theodoric gave  
the monopoly of sarcophagi to the sculptor, Daniel (Cassiodorus,  

Var. Eilist., III, 59, Mon. Germ. hist., Auct. antiq.,  XII,  18 94, ρ. 89),  
this may be by him, as Dürscµκa, pp. 275-278, has suggested. He  
likens this edict to a sumptuary law against excessive spending but  

it really only contains an admonition to the sculptor not to abuse  

his monopoly. Dütschke suggests that the figures may have been cut  
away in spite because Seda was an Arian.  

DürscικΕ, no. 75, pp. 77-78; no. 8z, pp. 89-90; no. 8 τ,  
pp. 88-89. See below, pp. 40-41.  



II. THE FIGURED SARCOPHAGI  

I. THE RINALDO WORKSHOP  

THE fine marble sarcophagus in S. Apollinare in 
Classe (Figs. 2, 5, 9) which shows Christ seated  
in the midst of His apostles and which I shall call  

for convenience the Twelve Apostle sarcopha gus, has by  
many19 been recognized as closely  related to one re-used b y  
Archbishop Theodore (Figs. 6, io). Their ornamental  
forms are practicall y  identical: pilasters, spoon-leaf capi-
tals, and the Lesbian cymatíon which is of a peculiar form  
with a sharpl y  drilled hole at the top between the leaves,  
separated by  a slight strut from the groove. The mouldings  
on the curve of the cover and the desi gn of the ends of  
these covers are also alike with a central cross flanked b y  
two doves20 (Figs. 9, i o). Finally  the peacocks of the front  
of the Theodore sarcophagus are repeated in their extraor-
dinary  naturalism on the back of the Twelve Apostle sar-
cophagus and placed against a grapevine slightly less elabo-
rate but otherwise closely similar. Thus in spite of the  
absence of figures on the former, there seems no doubt that  
the two sarcophagi were made in the same workshop and  
probably  even by  the same sculptor. Not so generally con-
nected with these two sarcophagi, however, although Gold-
mann and Dütschke realized that the y  were related,21 is  
that of Archbishop Rinaldo (Figs. ι, 4, 7, 8), now in the  
Cathedral. Also produced in this workshop, as I hope to  
show, were the two sarcopha gi now in Ferrara (Figs. 3,  
1 8) and the one re-used by the Exarch Isaac (Figs. 1 2, 13,  
16, 17) which had been replaced in S. Vitale when I was  
last in Ravenna. One other is probabl y  related to the group,  
the symbolic sarcophagus of Fusignano (Fig. 24), while  
that of Pietro Onesti in Sta. Maria ii' Porto fuori (Figs.  

20, 23) seems to imitate it.  
Characteristic of this botte ga is the spoon-leaf capital  

which appears on all of its examples but with one exception  
on no other Ravennate sarcophagus.22 Other features are  

DUTSCHKE, pp. 85, 218-219; SYBEL, ΙΙ, p. 204; GALASSI,  
Scultura, p. 41; - HASELOFF, p. 30. 

For a discussion 0f doves flanking a central cross or mono-
gram see below, pp. 46-47. The lily of the rinceau upon which  
the doves stand occurs in Ravenna in the mosaics of the vault of  
the vestibule οτ the chapel οτ Yietro Il in the Archbishop's Pal-
ace, GALASSI, Roma o Bisanzio, p. 81, fig. 30, in the stuccoes of the  
Orthodox Baptistery, ibid., p. 39 ι  fig. 8, and on transenna panels  
in the Cathedral, GALnss τ, Scultura, p. 45 ι  figs.  ι — ι ό .  It also ap-
pears growing naturalistically in the apse mosaic of S. Vitale,  GA-
LASSS, Roma o Bisanzio, pl. 85.  

GOLDMANN ,  p. 34i Dürscl -I KR, pp. 236-237.  
The exception is an eclectic example of the late combination  

type which shows three different kinds of capitals on the front  

alone, Fig. 64, see discussion below, p. 36. I have omitted two sym- 

the Lesbian cymatíon of the lintel, the lily rinceau and the  
curious stylized form of the palm tree. All of the sarcophagi  
are decorated on four sides23 and the five which retain their  
original covers have the semi-c ylindrical or vaulted t ype.  
The fourth side is always decorated with a symbolic scene  
which in five cases is the Constantinian monogram be-
tween peacocks, once between lambs. This monogram ap-
pears on all but the Onesti sarcophagus, and in ever y  case  
the rho is open, an eastern characteristic, which as Alison  
Frantz24 has shown, is rare in Italy outside of Ravenna.  
The monogram inscribed in Christ's nimbus is a general  
rule also. With the exception of one of the Ferrara sar-
cophagi (Fig. 18) the tombs are all of the lintel type but  
half of them use pilasters, half twisted columns. The fig-
ure style relates a number of the sarcopha gi closely  and  
many other similarities will appear as our study pro gresses.  

An early  and fine example of the workshop is the sar-
cophagus in which Archbishop Rinaldo was later buried2"  

(Figs. I, 4, 7, 8). The front of the trough shows simply  
three figures. Christ enthroned gestures to St. Paul who  
hurries toward Him, his body bent in obeisance. Paul holds  
a wreath upright resting on a fold of his mantle and thus  
presents the holy object with reverently covered hands. On  
the other side, St. Peter approaches in a similar position like-
wise with a wreath held in the same way but carrying a  
cross over his shoulder as well. This iconography is impor-
tant and will be discussed below. It is clearly not the Mis-
sion to the Apostles, for Peter and Paul already have their  
crowns of martyrdom. Christ is seated, not standing as in  
the latter scene, and He does not give the law but holds an  
open book in His hand as in the Judgment scenes. His  
throne, of a rectangular form with a high back and square  
footstool, appears again on four other members of the work-
shop. Here, however, it is placed on the mount, a stylized  
row of eight cubes from which issue the four rivers of Para- 

bolic sarcophagi (Figs. 52, 53) because the abraded condition of  

their capitals makes the form uncertain.  

Except possibly the sarcophagus at Fusignano, see page ι 1.  
"The Provenance of the Open Rho in the Christian Mono-

gram," A.J.A., xxxIII, 1929, pp. 10-26.  
This takes its name from the tradition that Rinaldo Conco-

reggio (d.  1321) was buried in it. For the account of the evidence  

on its subsequent history and the various openings of the tomb see  

S. Muratori, "I sarcofagi ravennati di S. Rainaldo etc.," BOLL.  
D'ARTE, 11, τ908, pp. 324-337.  Other bibliography: GARRUCCI,  

Storia, v, pl. 345 ι  13; RIEUL,  Ψ.  189-192, fig. 37; VENTURI,  

Storia, τ, p. 438, fig. 200; GOLDMANN, PP. 7-8 , 34-37, Pl. 5, fig.  
4a; DÜTSCHKE, no. 1 3, PP. 13— τ6, 236-250, fig. 4 ι HA5ELOFF, PP.  
2 8-29.  
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dise.ss  Ti localize the setting even further two squat palm  

trees are placed as if in pots behind the two saints. These are  

of a curious and arresting form. The trunk is very heavy  

and consists of three layers of overlapping scales sur-
mounted by a flat ring at the top. On either side drooping  

over this is a bunch of five fruits, and the branches rising  

above it, nine in all, are heavy and isolated one from the  
other, but with few details carved on the leaves. This pe-
culiar treatment is a mark of atelier which occurs again on  

three other sarcophagi. The palms which are found on  
eleven other Ravennate sarcophagi are all quite different,  

as a glance at Figs. 31, 35, 38 and Diltschke's plates will  

show. Nor does this form occur in the mosaics of Ravenna  

(Fig. 44) or on sarcophagi outside that city 27  (Fig. 28).  
It appears to be unique in early Christian art. 28  

A further peculiarity of the scene on the Rinaldo sar-
cophagus is the introduction of clouds beside the head of  
Christ. This is without parallel in sculpture and must be a  
translation into stone of the stylized, rainbow clouds of the  

mosaics. 28  

The figures are in somewhat lower projection than cus-
tomary. on sarcophagi outside of Ravenna. Paul and Peter  

are of easily recognizable type although they show the  
physiognomy peculiar to the workshop: a small and nar-
row top to the cranium, particularly on Paul, high placed,  

prominent ears, a long heavy nose which makes a straight  

line with the forehead in Greek fashion, and large project-
ing lips which give almost a negroid appearance. The hair  

forms a hard cap-like ridge across the forehead and there  

is no drilled detail either on it or on the superficially ren-
dered beards. Christ's face which is full front has a long  
regular oval, He is beardless, and His hair which is long  

upon His shoulders waves away from the face in a few  

gentle undulations, with so little detail that it suggests a  

mantle. How distinct this form is in early Christian sculp- 

Dürscι-ι xΕ, p. 13, has suggested that because six of these 
form the front row, the number is twelve and thus that they sym-
bolize the twelve apostles. 

The palms of the mosaics of which there are a great many 
examples, in the Baptistery of the Arians, both S. Apollinares, and 
S. Vitale, are very tall trees with long slender trunks and delicate 
feathery fronds, whose only similarity is the bunches of fruit that 
fall on either side. GALASSτ, Roma o Bisanzio, pls. 26-28,   113-114 ι  
94, GARRUCCI, Storia, Iv, pl. 258. On the sarcophagi especially  
of the city-gate and other columnar types, the palm tree is the usual  

accessory of the Mission of the Apostles. As a rule it has a phoenix  

in its branches, which never is true in Ravenna, and its form is  

quite different with a much longer trunk, a very small and stylized  

leafy top and with the fruit hanging in a single row across the  

front.  
z8. The author has examined some ISO monuments showing  

palm trees, listed by the Index of Christian Art in Princeton. All  
of these are prior to the eighth century but none of them shows a  

rendering at all close to the Rinaldo palm. Nor has a search of  
pagan examples proved helpful.  

29. WULFF, Handbuch, p. 183, and HASELOFF, p. 29, suggest a  
derivation of these clouds from painting.  

ture can be seen by  contrasting it with the fine collection of  

detailed photographs in Gerke's Christus in der spätantiken  

Ρlastik. 81  Christ is young but not the round faced child of  
the sarcophagus of Junius Bassus and its workshop, nor on  

the other hand, has He the austerity and intellectual depth  

of the Christ of the city-gate sarcophagus in Milan or of the  

fragment with a level entablature in S. Sebastiano in  
Rοme. 81  It is rather a happy combination of dignity, beauty  

and agelessness which should be compared with the Christ  
Triumphant of the mosaic in the Archbishop's Palace in  
Ravenna and of the Baptism in the Arian Baptistery (Fig.  
43) . The long oval face and heavy features are similar in  

effect although the hair hangs lower on the brow and falls  

more closely around the face in the mosaic. The same type  
is continued in the small scenes on the north wall of S.  

Apollinare Nuovo (cf. the Multiplication of the Loaves  

[Fig. 45] and the Marriage at Cana) 32  As is customary  
on the Ravenna sarcophagi Christ has a large nimbus with  

the Constantinian monogram inscribed on it. This is curi-
ous iconography which will be discussed below. Christ's  

costume also differs from the usual form on Christian sar-
cophagi elsewhere. The undertunic has a shorter and nar-
rower sleeve like a dalmatic, the pallium is wound tightly  
across the body just below the chest and its lower hem falls  
horizontally across the legs, instead of diagonally from the  
left knee to the right ankle as we see it in Fig. 28. In both  

cases the long tunic shows below and the pallium is draped  

so that one end falls in a long fold over the left shoulder.  

The appearance of the "under-robe" classifies it with So-
per'sss "Asiatic pallium" as opposed to the more toga-like  

draping where the pallium falls to both ankles as on the  

frieze sarcophagi. The diagonal draping appears on Peter  

and Paul whose palliums are so long that they can fly out  

behind the figures and co νe the outstretched hands by a  
yard or more in front. The folds are plastically carved ris- 

The author gives us excellent details but since he rarely re-
produces the complete object, they must be used in conjunction 
with other photographs. The text is singularly disappointing. The 
author ignores completely any later recutting of his material and 
treats the unfinished work as if complete. He redates many sar-
cophagi quite arbitrarily without giving any reasons and seems  
completely ignorant of Soper's two important articles, "The Latin 
Style on Christian Sarcophagi of the Fourth Century," ART BULL.,  
xIX, 1937, pp. 148-202, and "The Italo-Gallic School of Early 
Christian Art," ibid., B%, 1938, pp. 245-192. He still calls the  
famous ivory pyxis in Berlin, pl. 89, "Greco-Syrian," and the  

fragment of an Asiatic sarcophagus, pl. 75, in the same museum  

"Greco-Byzantine." For his treatment of Ravenna sarcophagi see  

page 50.  
GERKE, Christus, pls. 69-70, 6ο-6z. For a discussion of the  

latter, see LAWRENCE, Columnar, no. z1, pp. 167-168.  
GALAssI, Roma o Bisanzio, pls. 67, 47-48. The head of the  

Christ unfortunately has been restored in the mosaics of the Or-
thodox Baptistery in Ravenna. The Good Shepherd of Galla Pla-
cidia's tomb, ibid., pl. 8, might be cited in comparison but it has  
a rounder face and a larger mass of wavy hair.  

SOPER, Latin Style, p. τ 68. 
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ing in a few cord-like ridges, and giving the impression of a  
soft heavy material. All the actors wear classical sandals, the  

feet are excellently rendered and are planted firmly on the  

ground, bearing the weight of the figures. This ground, a  

narrow strip, is horizontal and shows no tendency to slope  

up. 34  The outstretched right hand of Christ, the only one  
visible, is half again as big as it should be and this almost  
alone, I believe, gives the impression of poor proportions  
for which the sarcophagus has been criticized. 36  

I have described the Rinaldo sarcophagus in some detail  
because I wish thereby to establish the characteristic style of  
its workshop. Before we leave it, however, we must ex-
amine the other sides and the cover. The figured decora-
tion is here replaced by symbolic scenes: on the back is the  
beautiful symbolic design (Fig. 4) of peacocks flanking a  
central disc on which is the Constantinian monogram with  
pendant A and ω. 80  This composition is very dose to that  
on the front of the Theodore sarcophagus (Fig. 6) except  
that the birds stand on rocky mounds, a tree with four-
petalled rosettes 37  replaces the grapevine as a background  
and the monogram is elaborately jeweled "en cabochon."  
The peacocks are carved with the same precision and fidel-
ity to detail, with long undulating necks, tiny heads and  
Baring crests and careful differentiation of feathers and  
eyes in the tails. Beautifully rendered, they are somewhat  
stylized as is seen by contrasting them with the impres-
sionistic rendering of feathers on the peacocks of the ivory  
chair of Maximianus also in Ravenna.ss The right end  
(Fig. 8) shows the classical design of a grapevine rising in  
two thick stalks from a fluted vase in the center. 89  These  
wind into a great quatrefoil in which birds peck at the  
bunches of grapes. Again the details are very close on the  
two sarcophagi. The grape leaves have the same sharp saw-
tooth cutting; tendrils, grapes and birds are almost  identi-
cal. A similar pattern is found on the left end (Fig. 7),  
where the Constantinian monogram with A and w appears  
in a wreath surrounded by a lily rinceau on the upper  
branches of which are again two birds. The lily-like form  
of the flowers with the birds closely recalls the design of  
the ends of the covers of both the Theodore and Twelve  

This disproves Dϋrscηκε's thesis, p. 240, that the wreaths  
held upright and the cloth over the hands are in poor perspective  
although he believes it was done for expressionistic purposes.  

RIECL, pp. 390-192, points it out as evidence of an early date, prior 
to the fifth century. 

Diirscη xr, p. 238, suggests that since this is often repeated, 
it was done intentionally to emphasize the ceremonial character of 
the proceedings. 

For a discussion of peacocks adoring the monogram see be-

low, PP. 44-46.  
;7. The same rosettes appear beside the monogram on the Theo-

dore sarcophagus.  
38. PEIRCE AND TYLER, 1I, pl. ς; VΕΝTuRΙ, Storia, I, figs. z81-

282.  
39• This is a design which, as Dtrscηκε points out, P.  241, 

Studniczka has traced back in Roman art to the forum of Trajan. 

Apostle sarcophagi (Figs. το and 9). In the rounded end  
of the cover of the Rinaldo sarcophagus, however, we find  

a simpler monogram in a star form, i.e., with a straight bar  

or iota instead of the rho, which appears in a wreath whose  

long lemnisci end in heart-shaped leaves. 40  This star form  
of the monogram occurs three times on the cover of the  

Twelve Apostle sarcophagus and is a variant quite usual in  

Ravenna.41  The right end of our cover has the more ambi-
tious design of two lambs adoring the monogram cross 42  

here elevated upon an enlargement of the spoon-leaf used  

in the capitals. The back has three great Latin crosses and  

is rough hewn. An interesting design covers the front of  

the lid: the leaf of the Lesbian cymation on the lintel be-
low is repeated in an overlapping pattern like roof tiles but  

differentiated from them by its oval shape and marked vein  
in the center. 43  This form which I have called the leaf-tile  
pattern occurs on two other members of the workshop but  

This occurs frequently on church furnishings in the Greek  
East. J. Laurent, "Delphes chrétien," B.C.H., xxull, 18 99, PP.  
246 ff., figs. is, 172o. It appears on the transenna panels of S.  

Marco in Venice, F. Ongania, La basilica di San Marco, Venice,  
1888, v, pts. 5-6, pls. 2so, 268-270, 272, 2 73, 2 75, 289; on a  
sixth century transenna panel in S. Clemente in Rome, HASELOFF,  

pl. 4z; on the ambo in 'erde antico from Salonica and a sarcopha-
gus in the same material, both in Constantinople, MENDFL, Cata-
logue, Ii, no. 644, pp. 406-408, III, no. 1'74, pp. 417-419; on a  
marble sarcophagus, T. Macridy and J. Ebersolt, B.C.H., xLvi, 

1 9 22, PP. 3 8 4-3 8 5, figs. 22-23; and on two transenna panels also  

in that city, Ebersolt, Mission archéologique, pi. ;5, 1-2. It also 
occurs twice in a manuscript in Vienna, Nat. Lib., Lat. 847, MoRaY,  
Early Christian, figs. 197-198, pp. 181-182. C. Nordenfalk, Die  
spätantiken Kanontafeln, Göteborg, 1938, pp. i47-158, has re-
cently assigned this manuscript to Ravenna simply because it must  

have been made in a center where both Greek and Latin were  

spoken since the first half of the manuscript is part of a Greek  
gospel, the- second which has the same handwriting, the Latin text 
of Rufinus. The wreath with lemnisci and heart-shaped leaves oc-
curs in both sections. Professor E. Α. Lowe dates this MS. from its 
script in the second half of the fifth century. 

The star monogram is a popular form in Constantinople. 
It appears with six points on the Prince's sarcophagus, WILPERT, 
Sarcofagi, III, pl. 299; on one of verde antico in the museum, 
MENDEL, Catalogue, no. 1174,  pp. 417-419; and a cover in the  
same place, ibid., no. 1321, pp. 529-530;  on various parapet frag-
ments, ibid., II, no. 722, 723; Ebersolt, op. cit., pls. 35, 36; with  
eight, points in the sixth century mosaics of the narthex of Hagia  

Sophia, T. Whittemore, The Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul,  
Paris, 1933,  1, Pl. 8. The monogram also appeared on the bases of  

the obelisk of Theodosius and of the column of Marcian but both  
are so injured that we cannot be certain of the form. The star  

monogram is also popular both in Greece and in Venice. For the  

former see Laurent, op. cit., figs. is,  ι η and G. A. Soteriou, ARCu.  
EPHEMERIS, 1929, ρp. 65 f., figs. 70, 91, 103, 183, 185, all six-
pointed. For Venice see Ongania, op. cit., v, pts. 5-6, pls. 249-

2 5 1 , 2 75-2 7 6  for the six-pointed form; pls. 246, 268 for the  
eight. Both forms occur in Ravenna although the six-pointed is the  

more popular. Too much stress cannot be laid upon this, since both 
forms appear in grave inscriptions all over the Roman Empire. 

For discussion of this iconography see below, pp. 43-44. 
I can see no evidence for DUTSCHKE'S statement, p. 13, that  

the cover does not belong to this sarcophagus. The marble is the  

same, the overhang no greater than is often the case and finally this  

repetition of pattern all point to the contrary.  
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more significantly it is a feature of the covers of a number  

of ancient Greek sarcophagi of which the Alexander sar-
cophagus in Constantinople is the most illustrious example.  

It appears on three others in the same museum which were  

all found, however, in Tripoli in Syria, and on the Stro-
ganoff example from the Greek islands, in Leningrad, on  

another in Athens, and on a child's sarcophagus found in  

Salonica and now in Constantinople. 44  All of these latter  
examples date in the second and third centuries Α.D. The  
fact that the leaf-tile pattern is unknown on the tombs in  

Italy (except for the cover now on the Riccardi sarcopha-
gus which does not belong to it) is certainly sufficient evi-
dence that it had some popularity in Greek lands and Syria.  

Closely related to the Rinaldo sarcophagus but not by so  
competent an artist is the sarcophagus of the Twelve  

Apostles in S. Apollinare in Classe 46  (Figs. 2, 5, 9). Here  
Christ sits enthroned in the same kind of chair whose foot-
stool, however, now rests directly on the ground. Paul ad-
vances very much in the same position as on the Rinaldo  

sarcophagus but instead of holding a wreath he receives on  

the fold of his mantle the roll which Christ is giving him.  

On the other side Peter approaches carrying his cross as be-
fore, but bearing a key instead of a wreath. This is peculiar  

iconography, but there can be no doubt of its meaning.  

Christ gives His mission not to Peter, the founder of the  

church of Rome, as we see Him in the scene of the Mission  

to the Apostles which appears so frequently on the city-gate  

sarcophagi and on other monuments related to them (Fig.  
28), but to Paul; while Peter, not without honor for he  

carries the key and cross, stands in his customary place on  

Christ's left. The theme of the apostles with crowns of  

martyrdom is relegated to the figures at the ends of the  

scene where two bearded apostles approach in attitudes  

closely resembling the Peter and Paul of the Rinaldo sar-
cophagus. 46  Between are two beardless disciples who ac- 

The Alexander sarcophagus, MENDEL, Catalogue, I, no. 68,  
pp. 171-200. The three from Tripoli are, ibid. ,  t,  ni.  26, pp. 109-
154; III, no. 1169,  Ψ.  408-412; no. 11 59, ρρ. 397399. Also  
the Stroganoff sarcophagus, ROBERT, II ,  no. 20, pls. 6-7; Athens  
sarcophagus, Rodenwaldt, J.H.S., LIII, 1933, p. 185, fig. 2;  
Salonics, MENDEL, op. cit., I, no. 23, pp. 105-107. For a discus-
sion of the Riccardi sarcophagus and a picture of the cover now on  

it see MOREY, Sardis, pp. 57-59,  fig. 102. The presence on a sar-
cophagus made by Asiatic workmen for the western market, of a  

cover of different dimensions and with a Greek pattern, merely  

shows the eclecticism of the West.  

Ciλµρτκτ, 1'1, 6, ρl. III, Α, Β, C; GARRUCCI, Storia, V ,  pl.  
346, 2-4; VENTURI, Storia, 1, 439ι  figs. 201, 211 ; GOLDMANN, pp. 

4-5, 30-33; Dürsc η xx, no. 8o, pp. 85-88, figs. 36, a-d; HASE-
LOFF, pp. 28-30, figs. 32, 33; WILPERT, Sarcofagi, II, 326, pl.  

2 53, 5.  
GAnnucci's suggestion, p. 72, that they are two of the Elders  

of the Apocalypse is refuted by the fact that they carry wreaths and  

not crowns and that they so closely resemble the apostles of the  

Rinaldo sarcophagus. He also explains the ends as the convention  

at Jerusalem described in Gal. 2, 7-9, an assumption for which  

there is no evidence whatsoever. GOLDMAN', p. ςΡ, mistakes the cov- 

claim the event with their right hands raised. Christ has a  

halo inscribed with the Constantinian monogram but it is  
much smaller and seems crowded, an effect which is fur-
ther enhanced by the larger head of the figure. The face is  

of the same general form but the hair, although it reaches  

the shoulders and is separated from the face in the same  

manner, now waves in a hard arbitrary zigzag. The cos-
tume is almost identical in arrangement except that one  

end of the mantle now hangs between the knees and touches  

the ground. The horizontal line of the lower edge of the  
pallium that we noted on the Christ of the Rinaldo sar-
cophagus here appears on five of the figures. The peculiarly  

shaped cranium and cap-like hair of Peter of the last ex-
ample are reproduced here on the apostle behind that saint,  

and Paul is obviously derived from the same model on both  

sarcophagi. The style of this sculptor, however, is a little  
harder, he cuts into the marble with more emphasis but less  
meaning, witness both the cymation and the folds, he  
tends to make a roll at the lower edges of the garments,  

places more emphasis on beards, which the other sculptor  

does not elaborate, and finally renders proportions which  

seem much heavier since the heads now are larger in rela-
tion to the figures. These characteristics are all demon-
strated by the six apostles which appear on the two ends.  

They are clearly part of the company of the front. The  

first apostle of the right end (Fig. 9) is walking as if to join  

the others, the next two are arrested in conversation. Their  

flat craniums, high placed eyes and prominent noses may  
be taken as the hall-mark of the workshop, while the drap-
ing of the pallium and the artist's retention of the antique  

custom of covering one hand with the cloth are further  

characteristics.  
The fourth side (Fig. 5) and the cover have been dis-

cussed above and are important chiefly because they prove  

beyond any possibility of doubt the close connection between  

this sarcophagus and the one re-used in the seventh cen-
tury by Bishop Theodore. This tomb 45  stands next to the  
one with the Twelve Apostles in S. Apollinare in Classe.  
It bears on both the front and back of the cover (Fig. 6)  

just above the lower moulding the inscription, t Hic  

Requiescit in pace Theodorus V. B. t Arcihepiscopus t.  

The errors in the Latin and the reversed S are consistent  

with the date of that bishop in the seventh century but this,  

while it gives us a convenient name for the sarcophagus, un-
fortunately does not date the original work. The design of  

the front (Fig. 6) can well be acclaimed as one of the most  

ered hand of the first apostle on the right end for a globe and has  
confused the back of the Theodore sarcophagus with this one,  
p. 32, although on pls. 5, 6 he shows them correctly.  

GARRJJCCI, Storia, v, pl. 391, 3;  RIRCL, pp. 196-198, figs.  

41, 42; VENTURI, Storia, I, fig. 209; GOLDMANN, pp. 5, 55-5 6,  
pl. 6; DUTSCHKE, fO. 79, pp. 82-85, figs. gsa-c; HASELOFF, p. 3°,  

pis. 33, 34.  
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beautiful of early Christian sculpture. It is a more elaborate  

version of the back of our last sarcophagus, for the central  

medallion bears the Constantinian monogram with ω and  
w instead of a simple cross, rosettes have been added below  

in front of the peacocks and two small birds inserted be-
hind them. The back shows the same grapevine in four  

great circles winding from a central looping of the stalks;  

three acanthus leaves cover the awkward spot where the  

roots would be, and a small cross fills the space above. Vari-
ous birds and even a rabbit nibble at the bunches of grapes  
which hang invitingly at various points. This design al-
though symmetrical and carefully balanced is still natu-
ralistic in all its details. The ends show a similar pattern  

except that a stylized rose tree replaces the grapevine. The  

left end was never finished but the design is clearly visible  

and repeats that of the right (Fig.  io)  although it was not  
cut out. It is also a beautiful, symmetrical pattern where the  

dove, cross and chalice are in a line, while the curves of the  

flanking birds are echoed and reversed in the rinceau. The  

end of the cover has already been described. It differs from  

that of the Twelve Apostle sarcophagus only in the lion's  

head which forms a knob and causes the shortening of the  

cross above almost to the "Greek" form. The decoration  

of the front of the cover, however, is quite different. Here  

three rather coarse laurel wreaths enclose a Constantinian  

monogram in the center, the monogram cross at the sides.  
The A and w are present in each case. This pattern does  

not dwarf the design on the trough as do the enormous star  

monograms on the other lid, but the higher projection of  

the wreath's is in rather unpleasant contrast to the delicacy  

of the medallion and the vine below.  
Still another sarcophagus which was first connected with  

the Ravennate group by Gerola 4ß is the one now in the  
narthex of the Cathedral at Ferrara (Figs. 3, I τ, 14, 15)  
but earlier in the Certosa of that city. For convenience I  

shall call this the Certosa sarcophagus to distinguish it from  

another one in Ferrara (Figs. 18, 19) which will be dis-
cussed below. It was undoubtedly exported from Ravehna  

and Gerola has advanced the theory that this is the sar-
cophagus of Lauricius, cubicularius of Honorius, and re-
used for Armánno Pungilupi in 1269 when it was brought  

to Ferrara. 49  As the cover has been lost there is no insc ńp- 

GEROLA, Sarcofagi, pp. 401-410, pls. 2Qy  25; C. Ricci, "Un  
sarcofago ravennate del secolo V a Ferrara," Rassegna d'Arte, viii,  
1921, pp. 253-260; HASELOFF, p. 28.  

This rests upon the statement of Ricobaldo, an historian of 
the thirteenth century, that Armanno Pungilupi who died in 1 269  

was buried in Ferrara in the sarcophagus which had originally held  

Lauricius, the cubicularius of Honorius. L. A. Muratori, Anti gui-
tates Italicae medii aevi, Milan, 1741, v, 96; GEROLA, Sarcofagi, p.  
406, goes on to say that Pungilupi's body was taken out and burned  
in 1 301 on the charge of heresy and that it might have been at this  

time that the cover was lost. The Ce rtosa at Ferrara was used as a  
cemetery from 1813  and sarcophagi from various parts of the city  

were brought there.  

lion to prove or disprove this possiblHty. The sarcophagus  

reproduces with a few variations the design of that of the  

Twelve Apostles. Christ is seated on the same kind of  

throne, in the same manner but holds His open book some-
what higher and blesses the approaching Paul with His  

right hand instead of handing him a scroll. Peter no longer  

has the key and holds the cross with bare hands while Paul  
also, as if to make the composition symmetrical, has ac-
quired a cross. The two acclaiming apostles are similar but  

somewhat more frontal, while the two at the ends closely  

parallel those on the other sarcophagus. Two rosettes have  

been added behind them but this makes one think of those  

below the peacocks on the Theodore sarcophagus and of  

the ends of the cover of the Twelve Apostle example. The  

surface of the marble is badly weathered and the lintel with  

its decoration is broken off on the front, except for a small  

section over the left capital which shows the Lesbian cyma-
tion, but whether it was of the drilled form of the last two  

examples or not, it is impossible to be sure. The apostles'  

faces have been injured but what remains is pretty close in  

every case to the corresponding figure on the sarcophagus in  

Ravenna. Christ has the same reduced nimbus with its Con-
stantinian monogram and His hair curls to the shoulders  

in the same zigzag waves. The pallium is draped in the same  
way except for the two acclaiming apostles and Peter, who  

is now approaching slowly with the end of the mantle over  

his arm. In view of the condition it is difficult to determine  

whether it is the work of the same sculptor. The style seems  

slightly less competent but is far superior, as Gerola points  

out, to that of the six apostles on the ends (Figs. 14, ι 5 ).  
These, unlike their companions on the front, are all rigidly  

frontal and both bodies and faces are slightly concave. The  

heads are larger in proportion, the hands even more enor-
mous and the cap-like hair, projecting ears and sunken  

mouths are such a travesty of the style of the bottega that it  

is difficult to believe it contemporary work. It would seem  

instead to be an imitation by a workman who without train-
ing in the fundamentals of figure sculpture is incapable  

even of copying the apostles on the front. He reduces them  

to a single frontal position and in his treatment of the heads  

already suggests such works as the Lombard helmet of  

King Agílulf. 60  This is dated at the end of the sixth cen-
tury and it is at this time, I believe, that the work on the  
ends of the Certosa sarcophagus should be placed. The  

back (Fig. τ τ ), on the other hand, clearly belongs in the  

workshop. It is executed with great skill and is a variant of  
the design on the fourth side of the Rinaldo sarcophagus.  

Simpler in the absence of ornament on the monogram and  
the omission of the a and ω, it is more elaborate in that two  

extra peacocks have been added behind the two that flank  

the central disc. All of the birds are done with fine chiseling  

HASELOFF,  Ρ• 39, pi.  43•  
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of the feathers, and fortunately the back must have been  

protected as it has retained its original crispness of detail.  

Especially noteworthy is the naturalistic way the birds at  

the corners turn their heads. Behind them are two rose  

trees of simpler form than on the Rinaldo sarcophagus, but  
which also recall the pattern on the ends of the Theodore  
sarcophagus. These many close connections with the first  
three members of our workshop would seem to leave no  

doubt that this sarcophagus in Ferrara is another product  

of the same group of sculptors.  
The well-known sarcophagus of the Exarch Isaac  

(Figs. 12, 13, 16, 17) in the church of S. Vitale in Ra-
νennaδl belongs also in our group although it displays some  
variations from the norm. This tomb takes its name from  

the epitaphs on the circular cover, in Greek on the front  

and in Latin translation on the back, which tell of Isaac an  
Armenian, who is to be dated in the seventh century; but  

this cover is much too large, is of different marble and  

clearly was not made originally for the sarcophagus.ó 2  Thus  
the trough must be considered independently. The archi-
tectural frame is very close to that of the Rinaldo example  

with the same Lesbian cymation, spoon-leaf capitals and  

twisted columns, although the bases of the latter are a little  

simpler. The figures also stand on a narrow rim in front  

of the marble wall in the same manner. But this is the one  

Ravennate sarcophagus which proves an exception in its  

figured scenes for instead of the symmetrical and symbolic  

group of Christ with His apostles we find the historical sub-
ject of the Adoration of the Magi. The scene, furthermore,  

is not centralized for the Virgin is placed at the extreme  

left. She is rendered informally, with crossed knees, sitting  
on a faldstool, and without the nimbus, although the Christ  
Child has a large halo inscribed with the monogram. Its  

proportions and His enormous hand resemble the corre-
sponding features of the Rinaldo sarcophagus. Large even  
for a two-year-old child, the Christ is clad ceremoniously  

like an adult in tunic and pallium. The three Magi ap-
proach rapidly, again reminding one of the running gait of  

CIAMPINI, n, 7, pl.  xxi, G and H; C. Spreti, Desiderii Spreti, 
de amplitudine, eversione et restauration urbis Ravenne, Ra-
venna, 1793, 1, no. 276, pl. 8, figs. x—k ; GARRIICCI, Storia, v, pl.  
311,  1-5 ; RIEGL, p. 296; GOLDMANN, pp. 12, 44-54; DÜTSCHKE,  
no. 12, pp. 9-22, 228-232, fig. 3. This sarcophagus also has been  

often cited for its iconography: A. Venturi, La Madonna, Milan,  
1900, pp. 263, 267-268; A. Krücke, Der Nimbus und verwandte  
A ttribute, Strassburg, 1905, p. 4 τ, no. 313; H. Kehrer, Die heiligen  
drei Könige, Leipzig, 1909, Ii, p. 37; CASROL, inn, 1, col. 2405,  
fig. 2810; E. B. Smith, Early Christian Iconography, Princeton,  

1918, PP. 43, 11 5.  
CATTANEO, pp. 31-32,  and VAN GHEVN, pp. 5-6, both real-

ized this but Goldmann  in 1906 still accepted the cover as dating the  
sarcophagus. For the text of this inscription see Dürscκxa, pp.  
τ 1 — ι 2. C ταMrτντ, p. 7, transliterates it into Latin verse. Dϋrscηκa,  
p. 232, quite gratuitously assumes that the back was worked a cen-
tury later than the front or sides and therefore that the sarcophagus  

was twice re-used.  

the apostles on the Rinaldo monument. Their gifts are not  

differentiated but consist of bowls, now partly fractured,  

with what might be coins carved on top. The faces are  

badly injured but they all seem to have been beardless and  

with hair in short snail-like curls. The central one looks  

back at the man behind him, thus by his gaze breaking the  
design into two pairs. There is, however, a definite rhyth-
mical repetition of three almost identical units; the space is  

adequately filled but with slightly more void than on the  
Rinaldo sarcophagus. The relief is high and consequently  

four of the arms and two of the legs in the foreground have  

been broken off. It is also difficult to judge of the style be-
cause of the condition although it is evident at a glance that  
the sculptor was skillful. The heads are slightly larger in  
proportion to the bodies than on Rinaldo's tomb but not so  
large as on the sarcophagus of the Twelve Apostles. Marks  

of the atelier appear in the high placed ears, the cap-like  

hair particularly of the Madonna and the treatment of the  

folds of the garments which are rather few in number and  

tend as on the latter sarcophagus to show a corded  

ridge at the bottom. The ends fortunately are better pre-
served. They present two scenes of Deliverance. On the  
one at the right (Fig. τη), Daniel in Phrygian costume  
stands orant between two large and hungry lions who are  

rendered with graphic realism. Daniel, in contrast, stands  

frontally, completely passive, but with still a trace of classi-
cal chiasmus and grace. His nose is fractured but the long,  

heavy oval of the face, the high placed ears and straight al-
most pouting mouth recall the Peter of the Rinaldo sar-
cophagus. The long trousers and belted tunic are rendered  

with singular fluency and reveal to a remarkable extent the  

modelling of knee and leg.  
The left end (Fig. 16) shows the Miracle of the Rais-

ing of Lazarus. Christ, a tall graceful figure, here without  

a nimbus, advances slowly with dragging foot toward Laza-
rus, a small mummy who stands in the door of an arched  

tomb. This is raised on a high podium of five steps, but it is  
the arched top that is important and rare. The fourth side  

reverts to the theme popular in this workshop, the Con-
stantinian monogram between two peacocks (Fig. 13).  

Here again the similarity to the Rinaldo sarcophagus is  

marked in spite of a few variations. The central disc is sim-
pler, and the monogram is without jewels or the A and w.  
It is raised on the same curious hard leaf, however, which  

we noted below the monogram cross on the right end of  

Rinaldo's tomb. The peacocks are executed with great deli-
cacy but are slightly more rigid and less naturalistic than  

those of our first example, and behind them, instead of a  
rose tree or vine, we find the two palms of the scene on the  

Rinaldo front. These are of the same peculiarly stylized  

form, but are somewhat more coarsely rendered with three  

large fruits on either side instead of the five smaller ones  
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of the other sarcophagus. Therefore, in spite of the obvious  

variation in the scenes of the front and ends, the  similari-
ties in ornament and style are sufficient to justify inclusion  

of the Isaac sarcophagus in the workshop and its attribution  

to a sculptor who is only slightly less skillful than the mas-
ter of the Rinaldo sarcophagus and who is closely related  

stylistically to him.  
Our next example presents still other problems. It is a  

sarcophagus with its cover which was found as recently as  

1920 during some excavations at S. Francesco in Ferrara  

(Figs. 18, 19, 2 τ, 22). Like so many of its companions in  
Ravenna, it had been re-used at a later date, for two small  

shields with the coats of arms of the Ariosti and Fontana  

families have been carved below the feet of Christ. Corrado  

Ricci who published 68  this sarcophagus remarks that since a  

Francesco Fontana who died in 1505 married Francesca  

Ariosti, the insignia probably record his burial in this tomb,  

for which the choice of the church of S. Francesco was most  

appropriate. Breaking completely with the lintel type, this  

sarcophagus, which for convenience I shall call by the name  

of Ariosti, substitutes on the front a design of seven arched  

niches, a scheme which, of course, immediately recalls the  
seven-arch type of columnar sarcophagi. There are also  

in Ravenna two five-arched sarcophagi in the church of  

S. Francesco whose connections with this example will be  

discussed below. Unmistakable evidences of the workshop,  

however, appear. The Lesbian cymation runs along the  

moulding above the arches in sharp contrast to the arched  

sarcophagi outside Ravenna which either eliminate this  
moulding completely, the arches reaching the top of the  

trough, or treat it simply without ornament. The capitals,  

especially on the ends where they retain their original form,  

are of the spoon-leaf type; the high circular cover is identi-
cal with that of the Rinaldo sarcophagus in the use of the  

leaf-tile pattern while its mouldings have the more elabo-
rate curved form of the Twelve Apostle example. Finally  

the fourth side (Fig. 19) abandons the arches and, retain-
ing the decorated moulding which is most precariously  

supported by the acanthus leaves of the corner spandrels of  

the ends, shows the regular symbolic back of our group, but  
substitutes lambs for the usual peacocks. The chi rho is  

of essentially the same form as on the Isaac sarcophagus,  

resting on the same shell-like leaf. Palm trees of almost  

identical form flank the two animals. The only difference  

is that now the trunks are divided into four overlapping se-
ries of scales instead of three but the hard rings occur at top  

and bottom, while leaves and fruit are exactly the same.  

53. "Un sarcofago ravennate del  secolo  V a Ferrara," Rassegna  
d'Arte, viii, 1921, pp. 253-260 figs.; GALASSI, Roma o Β isamzio,  
p. 57, figs. 26, 27. Ricci dates the sarcophagus in the first half of  
the fifth century and connects it with the two examples in S. Fran-
cesco, Ravenna, and with the Rinaldo, Onesti and Pignatta sar-
cophagi.  

The ends of the covers also present similar analogies. On  

the right, two peacocks flank the monogram cross like the  

lambs on the right end of Rinaldo. The animals have  

merely been transposed; on the Ravenna sarcophagus the  

lambs are on the cover, the peacocks on the rear of the  

trough, while in the Ariosti example just the reverse is the  

case. On the other end (Fig. 2 I ) two similar birds face a  
vase in which water wells up in a mound. This vase has the  

same shape as the one with the vine on the right end of the  

trough of the Rinaldo sarcophagus, although here it is  

without fluted decoration. Both pairs of peacocks also are  

more simply carved and are without the fine detail of our  
preceding examples but this is probably due to the fact that  

they were on the cover and did not draw the attention of  

the master workman.  
The scene of the front (Fig. 18), Christ enthroned  

among six of His apostles, while not identical, recalls, of  

course, the scene of the sarcophagus of the Twelve Apostles  

and the Ce rtosa sarcophagus in Ferrara. Christ holds an  
open book in His left hand and blesses with upraised right  

hand as on the latter. His throne is of the same rectangular  
type with rounded cushion, the footstool is raised and may  

originally have been elevated on a mount as on the Rinaldo  

example for it is here that the marble has been cut down to  

insert the shields with the coats of arms. Unfortunately the  

sixteenth century sculptor did not stop with this but recut  

the face of Christ 64  (Fig. 22), adding a slight beard and  
eyebrows, drilling the pupils of the eyes so that they gaze  

upward, and reworking the hair, which now retains of the  

earlier appearance only its length and the fact that it flows  

away from the face. The whole effect is of a sentimental  

prettiness, weak in contrast to the original early Christian  

conception. A and w have been carved on the book and the  

body cut down under the right arm so that it is very slen-
der and sways awkwardly. One thus cannot trust the drap-
ing of the pallium although its lower edge, running hori-
zontally above the ankles, seems original. The capitals also  

may have been retouched for here a slightly carved but  

rough and jagged edge has been added to the smooth out-
line of the spoon-shaped leaves. Two apostles, Peter and  
Paul, approach the Christ with wreaths held on their cov-
ered hands like their parallels on the Rinaldo sarcophagus.  

Peter is without the cross, which may have been cut away,  

for his face as well as those of all the other apostles has  

been recut. Thus one cannot trust the proportions or the  

details of style or drapery on this sarcophagus. The ends  

(Fig. 21) have fared somewhat better. Two niches, each  

with a single apostle, continue the theme of the front but  

54. There is a slight difference in the color of the marble above  

Christ's head and since the darker section is curved in an arc, it looks  
as if a nimbus had been cut away. This, especially with the mono-
gram, would have seemed foreign to an artist of the early six-
teenth century.  
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this means that there are only ten apostles. The reduction,  

I believe, is the result of the limitation of the arched design,  

although it occurs occasionally on other sarcophagi with no  

such excuses® The apostles are heavier than those on the  
front and the palliums seem to retain the original draping  

but the many smooth passages and few folds make one won-
der if these also have not been tampered with; the faces  

also may have been recut. The ornament of this sarcopha-
gus should be carefully studied. Twisted columns of ex-
traordinary squatness are used except at the corners where  

fluted columns, reeded nearly half way up, replace them.  

The arches with very slight archivolts are filled with large  

flower-like conch shells which radiate from the bottom up  

and whose lower edge curves downward in a scallop. In  

each case the heads of the figures are directly over the  

hinge. Now although the conch is the usual adornment of  

the arch on other columnar sarcophagi, on Christian sar-
cophagi outside of Ravenna it invariably radiates down-
ward with the hinge at the top, and is well above the heads  

of the figures, while an archivolt, broad, prominent and  

usually decorated with a coloristic design, frames the whole.  
As Weigand has shown, the conch radiating downward  
predominates in the Latin West, the conch radiating up-
ward in the East, although there are a few exceptions. ó8  
The conch appears on three other figured sarcophagi in  

Ravenna and on three symbolic ones and in every case the  

hinge is at the bottom. Now this is the form of the pagan  

sarcophagi of Asiatic origin and was imitated from them on  
a few monuments which, as I have shown elsewhere, were  
produced by Eastern ateliers working for the Western mar-
kets' It is with these that our Ravennate examples of the  

Only ten apostles appear in the Mission to the Apostles on  
the city-gate sarcophagi at Ancona and in the Colonna chapel in  
St. Peter's, LAWRENCE, City-Gate, figs. 9 and 15, and in the scene of  
Christ in triumph on the sarcophagus of Probus, LAWRENCE, Co-
lumnar, fig. 44.  

58. ARCH. IisT., %%I%, 1914, pp. 63 ff. See LAwκaνcε, City-
Gate, p. z, note 4. A long article by M. Bratschkova on this sub-
ject has subsequently appeared, "Die Muschel in der antiken Kunst,"  
Bull. de l'inst. arch, bulgare, xii, 1938, pp. 1-131. The author, a  
pupil of Rodenwaldt's, lists nearly '000 examples but her results  

cannot be relied upon since the article is full of inexcusable errors.  
The Gorgonius sarcophagus at Ancona is listed twice, nos. 635 and  

636, dated the first time in the fourth century, the second in the  

fifth ;  the five-arch example in Saint-Maximin (LAWRENCE, Colum-
nar, no.  i,  fig. ς ι) is labelled Aix, no. 67 τ, and even more surpris-
ingly a pagan sarcophagus in the Campo Santo at Pisa, no. 641  

pagan no. 3 τ, fig. 66) is cited p. 46 as Christian along with  

the Liberius sarcophagus in Ravenna, dated in the fourth century,  
and the only reference is to Lasinio's book of 1814! Six sarcophagi  

in Ravenna are cited which show the conch, nos. 642-647 ι  but the  
Honorius sarcophagus in Galla Placidia's Tomb is dated as of the  
sixth to seventh century and the last two in S. Apollinare in Classe  
(figs. 64. and 65) as of the seventh. No references are given for  
these last three although the Honorius sarcophagus is one of the  
most frequently reproduced of the Ravennate group. The Ariosti  
sarcophagus in Ferrara is omitted and the statistic as a whole is in-
complete and inaccurate.  

The Riccardi sarcophagus in Florence, LAWRENCE, Colum- 

conch belong. No two sarcophagi of the latter city, how-
ever, have the same form of conch until one comes to the  

symbolic series. The one under discussion on the Ariosti  

sarcophagus differs from the two in S. Francesco, Ravenna  

(Figs. 25, 26) which show substantial archivolts above  

and a straight line across the bottom; it is perhaps closer to  

but not identical with the conch on the Barbatianus sar-
cophagus (Fig. 39) where the archivolt is eliminated com-
pletely and the shell curves downward, but here the head  
of the figure is well below the hinge. It should also be noted  
that the conch in a wide variety of forms appears in the  
mosaics of Ravennats and with no uniformity in the direc-
tion of the radiation. Thus while the arguments for in-
cluding the Ariosti sarcophagus in the atelier cannot be  

conclusive because of its recut condition, it is incontro-
vertible that it belongs in Ravenna and there is every prob-
ability that it was made by the Rinaldo workshop.  

One other sarcophagus may be ascribed tentatively to  

our group. This 'is the symbolic one in Fusignano (Fig.  
24), which unfortunately I know only from the drawings  

given by Garrucci.ó θ It is clearly a Ravennate sarcophagus,  

however, of the lintel type with pilasters and spoon-leaf  

capitals. The design within is very close to that of the fourth  

side of the Ariosti sarcophagus, a Constantinían mono-
gram with open rho in a grooved ring, adored by two lambs  
with palm trees behind them. As far as one can judge from  
a drawing, the animals are rendered with the same tech-
nique for heads, fleece, hoofs and tails and the palms seem  
to be of the peculiar type of the workshop but with an extra  
bunch of fruit. They are placed, however, so that the bodies  

of the lambs obscure the lower parts of the trunks and in  

this they resemble the trees behind the peacocks of the Isaac  

sarcophagus which also are not isolated in space. The right  

end repeats these palms but places in front of them follow-
ing the design of the left end of the cover of the Ariosti sar-
cophagus (Fig. 2 1),  twο peacocks abutting a central vase  

which is topped by a mound, probably indicating water.  

Vase and birds on both sarcophagi seem almost identical in  
form. Above in the gabled end of the cover are two more  

peacocks, this time flanking the monogram cross. Thus the  

theme of the right end of the cover of the sarcophagus in  
Ferrara reappears as well. It is repeated also on the other  

nar, fig. 3 τ, and the five-arch muse sarcophagus in the Campo Santo  

at Pisa, ibid., fig. 66.  
The conch shell in the mosaics of Ravenna is apt to be of a  

peculiar form, radiating downward with an eagle's head at the  

hinge and a scalloped upper edge, cf. the Tomb of Galla Placidia  
and S. Apollinare Nuovo, GALASS!, Roma o Bisanzio, pls. ι, 4  22-
29. See below, p. 24, note 116 and LAWRENCE, Columnar, pp. 131-
132 and note 60. The conch radiates alternately up and down in  

the stucco reliefs of the Orthodox Baptistery, GALAsSI, op. cit., ρl.  
1z, and upward in the mosaics of S. Vitale, ibid., ρ ls. 72, 73.  

Storia, y, ρl. 393 ι  1-3. It is mentioned also by Dtincκκε,  
p. 263, and by SYBEL, 11, p. 196. Fusignano is z8 kilometers west  
of Ravenna.  
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end of Fusignano with the sole difference that in the latter  

the space is more crowded and the birds are squeezed in  
under the arms of the cross instead of rearing their heads  

proudly beside the rho. The left end of the trough shows  
another pattern but one familiar to us from the Theodore  

sarcophagus, doves in the branches of a grapevine, flank-
ing a central cross, which is here again of the monogram  
type. Below, covering the awkward root, are three large  

acanthus leaves, a juxtaposition of plant forms that we find  
also on the latter sarcophagus. Here they curve upward,  
a more graceful and naturalistic arrangement than the  

drooping leaves on the sarcophagus in Ravenna. Finally,  

the cover presents the leaf-tile pattern which we have  

noted on both the Rinaldo and Ariosti sarcophagi. This lid,  

gabled and not semi-cylindrical in type, is thus an excep-
tion in our workshop but since this form was almost as popu-
lar in Ravenna as the other it should not be a disturbing  

variation. Two large half palmettes fill the acroteria in  

front and should be compared with those on the back of the  

cover of the Pignatta sarcophagus (Fig. 32). Rosettes are  

placed in the smaller acroteria of the ends, a motif which  

we have had occasion to note several times on our earlier  

examples. Garrucci gives us no information as to the condi-
tion of the fourth side, which may mean that it was left  
plain, or more probably, that it is built into a wall and there-
fore not visible. He draws the upper lintel as a series of  

plain mouldings but again this should be verified on the  

spot. The close connection, however, between this sar-
cophagus and the Ariosti tomb especially, and its use of dis-
tinctive ornamental forms, seems to warrant its inclusion  

in our workshop.  
A puzzling sarcophagus, which emulates the group al-

though it is hard to believe it is one of them, is the tomb re-
used in τ τ 19 by  Pietro Onesti called il  Peccatore 80  (Figs.  
20, 23). This is in the church of Sta. Maria in Porto fuori,  

just outside the walls of Ravenna. It is also a lintel sar-
cophagus with the usual ornament: Lesbian cymation,  

spoon-leaf capital and twisted column. Five figures adorn  

the front, Christ enthroned, who, as on the Twelve Apostle  

sarcophagus, hands the scroll to Paul upon His right, while . 

three apostles acclaim the deed. A number of peculiarities  

appear, however. The relief is very low, the figures with  

slight projection. The throne although rectangular has a  

much higher back, without any terminal knobs; the  

rounded cushion is the same but lions' heads have been  

added to the chair at the seat; and the legs have lost the  

sturdiness of the Rinaldo type. The whole is slightly  
askew, sloping to the right, which gives it a very unstable  

60. GARRUCCT, Storia, v, pl. 349,  1-3; VENTIJRI, Storia, τ, fig.  
1965 GOLDMANN, pp. 4,  27, pi. 3; Muratori, BOLL. D'ARTE, II,  

1908, pp. 3 2 4-337; DUTSCHKE, no. 7 2 , ρρ. 68-71, figs. 28, a—d, 
pp. 106-107; HASELOFF, p. 28; WILDERT, Sarcofagi, ττ, 326, pl.  

2 53, 1, 2,  4.  

effect. Christ is without the nimbus; His hair is short sug-
gesting a cap and seems to be bound with a fillet; and for  

the first time also His face is turned toward Paul, empha-
sizing the asymmetry of the composition. The apostle at the  

right, on Christ's left, is further away than Paul and  

stands upright, his body frontal although his face is  

slightly turned. It is difficult to recognize him as Peter, for  

he is beardless with a long heavy face and hair which  

sweeps upward away from his forehead. In short, he has  

none of the characteristics of the type used for Peter, but  

seems rather one of the younger apostles whom we see be-
side him. On each end are two more apostles bearing  
wreaths, such as we find on the fronts of the Rinaldo and  

Twelve Apostle sarcophagi. They bend at the waist, in an  
awkward imitation of the running positions of the apostles  

on the two former sarcophagi. There are thus in all eight  

apostles, all of them beardless except Paul. They are singu-
larly uniform in type again with the exception of Paul, but  
show little resemblance to the style of our workshop, the  

heads being small and rather delicate, the features less in-
cisively cut. The costumes also differ; all the figures wear  

shoes instead of sandals, and the palliums are now draped  

almost to the ankle and rarely reveal the lower section of  

the tunic. The folds are few and slightly cut and accom-
panying this there seems to be an uncertainty as to the na-
ture of the garment and how it should rightly fall; one  

should compare especially Paul and the apostle at the right  

and those on the ends with the style of the workshop. This  
is in sharp distinction to the definite and realistic handling  
of the mantles we have seen, especially on the Rinaldo and  

Twelve Apostle sarcophagi. The design of the back is diffi-
cult also to reconcile with other work of the atelier. Here  

in the center one sees a large disc on which is a small cross,  

almost but not quite equal-armed. Two small birds fly  
toward it from a palm tree on either side. These trees al-
though resembling the type used by the workshop differ in  

omitting the rings, using a much more slender trunk and  
covering it at the top with rows of three small circular  

scales. Leaves and fruit while similar are rendered with  

less detail. The most striking feature about the design, how-
ever, is its emptiness both aesthetically and symbolically, in  
contrast to the rich and meaningful patterns of the other  

sarcophagi. The cover, of the vaulted type, is decorated  

with tiles, and on the left end shows a rather disconsolate  

lamb alone in the semi-circular field. On the right (Fig.  
23), we find two birds of curious form with long sharp  
beaks that are pecking at a central vase in which rises a  

circular mound. This is not unlike the decoration of the  
left end of the Ariosti sarcophagus except that the vase here  

has handles, a taller and more slender base and grooved  

ornament. The borders of these two fields should be noted  

since they are without parallel in the workshop. On the  
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right one finds a laurel wreath with an oval gem at the top  

in the center, on the left a rather clumsy rinceau. Thus the  

Onesti sarcophagus does not fit in with the products of the  

workshop although it undoubtedly imitates them in its ar-
chitectural frame and the curious iconography of Christ  

giving the roll to Paul. It is impossible, however, to accept  

it as earlier81  and as the possible model of the type. It is less  

complete and logical and the uncertainty of the technique  

indicates a hesitant copy by someone not properly trained in  

the traditions of the workshop.  

The characteristics of the Rinaldo group, Ι hope, have  
now become apparent. To recapitulate them briefly, we  

find, aside from the typical architectural frame and its deco-
ration, that these seven sarcophagi are allied by the use of  

the same symbolic scenes on the back and frequently on the  

ends, that the monogram or monogram-cross adored by  
peacocks appears on every member, except the Twelve  
Apostle sarcophagus where the scene is the same except for  

the substitution of a simple cross, and that in addition three  

examples repeat the scene with lambs as well. Grapevines,  

rose trees and rosettes, and the lily rinceau are popular mo-
tives. Palm trees and peacocks are rendered invariably with  

the same peculiar technique, and finally there is a figure  

style that is dearly recognizable. Iconographically, although  

no two members present exactly the same scene, they are  

all closely allied and certain generalizations can be made.  

In every case Christ is seated on a high rectangular throne  

with a footstool. He is always beardless and except for the  

recut sarcophagus in Ferrara 82  He has a monogrammed  
nimbus. Peter, again with the same exception, invariably  

carries the cross. The apostles always stand and some of  

them are usually represented holding wreaths on their  

carefully covered hands. Other peculiar themes appear in  

the group only once but may nevertheless prove significant  

indications of origin. It seems best, however, to postpone  

further discussion of iconography to a later section when all  

of the figured sarcophagi of Ravenna can be treated to-
gether.  

To determine the sequence of the sarcophagi within the  
workshop or discover any marked difference in date is very  

difficult. I have discussed the Rinaldo sarcophagus first be-
cause without question it shows the best example of style, in  

a number of ways is the fullest in its symbolism, and seems  
more than any other to be allied to the more monumental  
art of the mosaics. Possibly as early, or earlier, is the Isaac  

sarcophagus, which was also done by a skillful workman,  

but because of its peculiar iconography this is not as charac-
teristic an example as the others. Somewhat cruder in style,  
although iconographically full and rich, is the Twelve  

Apostle sarcophagus and with it must be placed its compan-
ion, the one re-used for Theodore. These would seem to be  

a little later than the Rinaldo marble, although the differ-
ence may be accountable entirely to the quality of the artist.  

Certainly imitative of this and of still cruder work is the  

Certosa sarcophagus in Ferrara, whose ends were carved a  

century or more after the front. Allocation of the Ariosti  

sarcophagus must remain tentative because of the misfor-
tune of its reworking, but to judge from the composition  
it seems to imitate and combine features of two types, the  

arched and the lintel, rather than to initiate the latter; at  

least if that were the case, the illogical treatment of the  

fourth side would be hard to explain.  

2. OTHER FIGURED SARCOPHAGI  

There are six other figured sarcophagi in Ravenna but  

no two of them are sufficiently alike to attribute to the same  
workshop. This is not strange when one realizes they were  

produced over a period of nearly two hundred years, for the  

earliest seem to be of the end of the fourth century, the  

latest of the middle of the sixth. Each presents a problem in  

itself which must somehow be fitted into the Ravennate  
picture.  

One of the most famous is the tomb of Liberius, 88  today  

6τ. GoLDMAii, P.  27, places it between the two sarcophagi in S.  
Francesco and the lintel type in date; D ϋrscu κa, pp. 218-220, be-
fore the Theodore and Twelve Apostle sarcophagi. 

I have not included the Onesti sarcophagus in these statistics 
since it is not a regular product of the workshop. 

GARRUCCI, Storia, v, ρl. 348, 2-5; E. Le Blant, "Un sar-
cophage chrétien de Ravenne," Gaz. 4rchéol., vi;, 1881-82, pp.  

!31-132, pl. 15; RIEOL, pp. 194-196, fig. 39; VENTURI, Storia, I,  

438, fig. 198; GOLDMANN, pp. 1—τ, 19-20, pl. τ, 2; DÜTSCHKE,  

no. 54, ρρ. 48-5 1 , 196-207, fig. 61; HASELOFF, ρρ.  27-28, fig.  

29; GERKE, Christus, pl.  77.  

used as the high altar in S. Francesco (Fig. 25). This is a  

marble trough decorated on four sides.with a uniform de-
sign of rather broad and squat niches, each of which con-
tains a single figure. The inscription which gives us the  

name is unfortunately on the modern base and although it  
is highly probable that the tradition it records is correct and  

that the sarcophagus was made either for Archbishop Li-
berius II (d. 351?) or for Liberius III (d. 378),6  this  

There were three bishops of Ravenna named Liberius. The  
first died in 206(?) and is excluded by the style of the sarcophagus  

although the arguments quoted by Goldmann, the use of points and  
the title Archepiscopus, do not hold since the inscription in its  

present form is modern. Agnellus states that the grave of Liberius , 

II is unknown and that Liberius III was buried "in monasterio  
Sancti Pulionis" not far from the gate called Nova. Although this  
monastery cannot be identified with any certainty with S. Francesco,  

it was, in any case, in the immediate neighborhood. G. Fabri, Le 
sagre memorie di Ravenna antica, Venice, 1664, p. 414, speaks of an  
inscription "we used to read" on the former cover and says that  
the sarcophagus of Liberius II was at his time used as an altar in  
S. Francesco.  




